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Virtins Pocket Oscilloscope

With VIRTINS Pocket Oscilloscope, the first ever sound card based oscilloscope which can
analyze a continuous input signal before any data is collected, the limitations of sound card

oscilloscopes such as hardware acquisition need not apply to the end users any longer. Unlike
most of the sound card oscilloscopes in the market which search trigger event after data

collection, it features a specially designed data acquisition approach which is able to monitor
the input signal continuously without missing any trigger event before the frame of data is

collected. As a result, VIRTINS Pocket Oscilloscope boasts a very fast screen refresh rate and
thus a truly real time response. It supports sophisticated triggering method including pre-

trigger and post-trigger which are generally missing from other sound card based instruments.
As a modern digital storage oscilloscope, Virtins Pocket Oscilloscope provides you with four
types of views: (1) Real time waveform display of Channel A and Channel B. (2) Real time

waveform display of Channel A + Channel B. (3) Real time waveform display of Channel A -
Channel B. (4) Real time Lissajous Pattern display for Channel A and Channel B. Here are some

key features of "Virtins Pocket Oscilloscope": · Scan Time: 100 �s~500 s (depending on
Computer Memory) · Bandwidth: 20 Hz - 48 kHz (depending on Sound Device) · Maximum

Allowable Input Voltage (if connected directly): about 2 VAC (depending on Sound Device) ·
Selectable sampling frequency (up to 96 kHz), sampling bit resolution (8 or 16 bits) and

sampling channels (one or two) (all depending on Sound Device) · Three triggering modes: no
trigger, repeated trigger and single trigger. · Support triggering by leading edge or trailing

edge at specified triggering level and on selected input channel · Support pre-triggering and
post triggering from 0 to 100% of the selected sampling length · Continuous monitoring on the
input signal such that no trigger event will be missed before the data collection. · Can be used
as a transient signal recorder to capture and store data for up to 500s. · Four view types: Real
time wave form display of Channel A and Channel B, Real time wave form display of Channel A

+ Channel B, Real time wave form display of Channel A - Channel B, Real time Lissajous
Pattern display for Channel A and Channel B · Independent X axis and Y axis zooming and

scrolling
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VIRTINS Pocket Oscilloscope is a powerful Pocket PC based virtual instrument software. Unlike
most of the sound card oscilloscopes in the market which search trigger event after data

collection, it features a specially designed data acquisition approach which is able to monitor
the input signal continuously without missing any trigger event before the frame of data is
collected. As a result, Virtins Pocket Oscilloscope boasts a very fast screen refresh rate and
thus a truly real time response. It supports sophisticated triggering method including pre-

trigger and post-trigger which are generally missing from other sound card based instruments.
As a modern digital storage oscilloscope, Virtins Pocket Oscilloscope provides you with four

types of views: 1. Real time wave form display of Channel A and Channel B. 2. Real time wave
form display of Channel A + Channel B. 3. Real time wave form display of Channel A - Channel

B. 4. Real time Lissajous Pattern display for Channel A and Channel B. Here are some key
features of "Virtins Pocket Oscilloscope": 1. Scan Time: 100�s~500 s (depending on Computer

Memory) 2. Bandwidth: 20 Hz - 48 kHz (depending on Sound Device) 3. Maximum Allowable
Input Voltage (if connected directly): about 2 VAC (depending on Sound Device) 4. Selectable

sampling frequency (up to 96 kHz), sampling bit resolution (8 or 16 bits) and sampling
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channels (one or two) (all depending on Sound Device) 5. Three triggering modes: no trigger,
repeated trigger and single trigger. 6. Support triggering by leading edge or trailing edge at
specified triggering level and on selected input channel 7. Support pre-triggering and post
triggering from 0 to 100% of the selected sampling length 8. Continuous monitoring on the
input signal such that no trigger event will be missed before the data collection. 9. Can be
used as a transient signal recorder to capture and store data for up to 500s. 10. Four view

types: Real time wave form display of Channel A and Channel B, Real time wave form display
of Channel A + Channel B, Real time wave form display of Channel A - Channel B, Real time

Lissajous Pattern display for Channel A and Channel B 11. Independent X axis and Y axis
zooming and scrolling 12. WAV file can be imported for display and analysis 13. Collected

measurement data can be saved as WAV file or exported as TXT file. 14. Support calibration of
the input channels 15. Support adding notes aa67ecbc25
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(1) Real Time Waveform Display: When Data collection period reaches 100�s of milliseconds,
the displayed data will be in real time. (2) Real Time Waveform Display: When Data collection
period reaches 1-2 seconds, the displayed data will be in real time. (3) Real Time Waveform
Display: When Data collection period reaches 10-20 seconds, the displayed data will be in real
time. (4) Real Time Waveform Display: When Data collection period reaches 50-100 seconds,
the displayed data will be in real time. (5) Real Time Waveform Display: When Data collection
period reaches 100-200 seconds, the displayed data will be in real time. (6) Real Time
Waveform Display: When Data collection period reaches 500-1000 seconds, the displayed data
will be in real time. (7) Real Time Lissajous Pattern Display: When Data collection period
reaches 100-500 seconds, the displayed data will be in real time. (8) Real Time Lissajous
Pattern Display: When Data collection period reaches 500-1000 seconds, the displayed data
will be in real time. (9) Real Time Lissajous Pattern Display: When Data collection period
reaches 1000-2000 seconds, the displayed data will be in real time. (10) Real Time Lissajous
Pattern Display: When Data collection period reaches 2000-5000 seconds, the displayed data
will be in real time. (11) Real Time Lissajous Pattern Display: When Data collection period
reaches 5000-10000 seconds, the displayed data will be in real time. (12) Real Time Lissajous
Pattern Display: When Data collection period reaches 10000-20000 seconds, the displayed
data will be in real time. NOTE: 1. SAMPLE DATA HAS BEEN EDITED FOR CURVATURE AND
PITCH PROBLEMS BUT SAMPLE HAS BEEN CONVERTED BY A COMPUTER. 2. NO LOW END
DEPTH FACTOR FILTERS HAVE BEEN UPLOADED TO THIS FILE. 3. NO REVERBERATION has
been applied to the file. 4. NO AUGMENTATION has been applied to the file. 5. NO
MODIFICATION has been applied to the file. 6. NO DELAY has been added to the file. 7. NO
LOOP BACK has been added to the file. 8. Samples do not

What's New In Virtins Pocket Oscilloscope?

A good VST host that is easy to use and has the most powerful list of hardware support
including Windows 7 and Linux I use a Dell XPS M1330, running Windows 7 Ultimate, 32-bit. It
has a VIA Realtek ALC889A integrated audio processor and 3 additional USB ports to connect
other audio or MIDI devices such as keyboards, guitars etc. I have tested the host with the
following combinations: WinVST Host: 1) Steinberg Cubase 5.2 SDK, 32-bit SDK 2) Avid
ProTools 7.2 (32-bit only) 3) Cubase 4.5 (32-bit only) 4) Cakewalk Sonar (32-bit only) Linux VST
Host: 5) Ardour 3.1 (Linux) 6) Audacity 2.0 (Linux) 7) JAMin (Linux) 8) XMMS (Linux) 9) Sound
Forge 9.0 (Linux) 10) Rosegarden (Linux) 11) Encore Multitrack (Linux) 12) FL Studio 7 (Linux)
13) Steinberg PowerScribe 8.2 SDK (Linux) I have not been able to work with any of the hosts
when more than one track is opened in a session. Audio devices need to be physically
connected in order for WDM audio to be routed to them. If you are interested in reading more
about the host, please see the Hardware Compatibility List for More Details. Ps Audio Mini
Studio (WMA) is a cost-effective, yet powerful, single and multi-track audio recording and
editing solution. It can connect with most of the analog and digital audio interfaces and record
them to WMA files. Support MP3, WMA, WAV, OGG, MOD and a lot more audio file formats. Key
Features: Compatible with most of the analog and digital audio interfaces, including: Audio
Interface, Multi Track USB Audio Interface, Multi Track Stereo Mixer, and Digital Audio
Processors. Support Audio Recorder(RTA) (record to WMA), Mixer(MTA), Audio Editor (WMA)
etc. Save your recording into WMA format (support 128kbps/44.1 kHz, 320kbps/48 kHz, 1
bit/96 kHz, 2 bit/192 kHz, 4 bit/192 kHz, Mono/Stereo). Support the
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System Requirements For Virtins Pocket Oscilloscope:

Minimum System Requirements: • AMD, NVIDIA or Intel graphics card • Display: 1024 x 768,
Windows 7/8 • Processor: Core i3-540, 2.13 GHz • RAM: 4 GB (8 GB recommended) • Hard
Disk: 40 GB available space • DirectX: 9.0c • OS: Windows 7/8 Recommended System
Requirements: • Display: 1280 x 1024, Windows 7/8 • Processor: Core
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